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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The dramatic and inspiring story of a man and his

horse, an unlikely duo whose rise to stardom in the sport of show jumping captivated the

nation Harry de Leyer first saw the horse he would name Snowman on a truck bound for the

slaughterhouse. The recent Dutch immigrant recognized the spark in the eye of the beaten-up

nag and bought him for eighty dollars. On Harry’s modest farm on Long Island, he ultimately

taught Snowman how to fly. Here is the dramatic and inspiring rise to stardom of an unlikely

duo. One show at a time, against extraordinary odds and some of the most expensive

thoroughbreds alive, the pair climbed to the very top of the sport of show jumping. Their story

captured the heart of Cold War–era America—a story of unstoppable hope, inconceivable

dreams, and the chance to have it all. They were the longest of all longshots—and their win

was the stuff of legend.
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HorseExcerpt from The Ride of Her LifePrologueA Night in the SpotlightMadison Square

Garden, New York, November 1958The horse vans parked along Seventh Avenue came

loaded up with dreams. As each ramp banged to the ground, a groom held tight to a high-

strung horse whose nostrils flared at the unexpected scents of midtown Manhattan. Hooves

clattered down onto hard asphalt. Steam rose from beneath thick woolen blankets.

Photographers’ cameras flashed. Anxious tweed-clad owners called instructions from a

distance while grooms murmured into their four-legged charges’ ears. Police in brass-buttoned

coats lined up abreast to hold back gawkers. Grays and chestnuts, palominos and bays—the

most pampered show horses in the world—were gathered here for the premier equestrian

event of the year: the National Horse Show at Madison Square Garden.A compact, sandy-

haired man stood in the crowd of horse handlers, holding a slack lead rope. His horse, a big

gray gelding, looked like a workaday police horse or a Central Park hack. Nervous

thoroughbreds and finicky hackney ponies scrambled up the walkway to the stables, spooked

by the unfamiliar clatter of their footsteps on the ramp. But when the big gray’s turn came, he

walked up willingly, ears forward, perfectly calm. Above the simple canvas blanket that covered

his body, his head and neck glowed in the murky Manhattan light.Inside the basement stables,

grooms blacked boots and rubbed French leather bridles to a shine. Horses pawed and

stamped. The riders, nowhere in sight, were back at their hotels primping for the parties and

balls. Down at the end of a row, past much fancier stables, the gray’s owner, Harry de Leyer,

held a four-tined pitchfork; he was spreading fresh straw in the stall, settling in his one-horse

stable for the night. Tacked on the stall door was a sign hand-lettered by his children:

SNOWMAN.Madison Square Garden, the largest indoor venue in the country, would fill to the

rafters for eight consecutive nights. Down at ringside, swells in top hats and tails would pop

champagne corks. Up in the cheap seats, near the smoke-filled ceiling, families would strain to

catch glimpses of the gleaming horses and their elegant owners. In the lobby, reporters from

Vogue, the New Yorker, the Herald Tribune, and the World American would mill about,



flashbulbs popping as they caught sight of dignitaries in the crowd. Outside of Hollywood, it

was hard to find this much glamour under one roof.Once, a ragtag band of competitors had

traveled the show circuit with just one or two horses—farmers and old cowboys who cobbled

together a living from prize money and odd jobs, such as leather repair or horseshoeing. But by

1958, big money had entered the arena and those old-timers were a dying breed. Now

expensive horses and the best trainers vied for the crown jewel, the open jumper

championships, in arguably the most rarefied atmosphere in the country. How could Harry and

his eighty-dollar former plow horse hope to compete? It was the longest of long shots, but Harry

—who had fled ravaged postwar Europe with only a few simple possessions—had never been

afraid to dream big dreams.1The KillsNew Holland, Pennsylvania, 1956The largest horse

auction east of the Mississippi was held every Monday deep in Pennsylvania Amish Country.

Anyone with the time to drive out to Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and a good eye for a

horse could find a decent mount at a reasonable price, especially if he arrived early.The New

Holland auction was founded in 1900 and hadn’t changed much since. Farmers and their

families drove to the auction in their buggies. Wives gossiped while children played and

enjoyed the festive atmosphere. Vendors sold hot pretzels and sugared fasnacht doughnuts.

Farmers gathered on benches around the sides of the big covered arena while the auctioneer

called out the merits of the horses. Each prospective purchase trotted across the ring just once.

The auctioneer had a habit of saying, “Yessiree, this horse is sound.”Horses arrived at the

auction from near and far—the racetracks at Pimlico and Delaware Park unloaded

thoroughbreds that were too slow to race. Trainers with sharp eyes and generous budgets

scouted them out as show prospects. Farmers brought plow horses that could no longer plow;

riding stable owners sold decent horses to raise quick cash. Sadly, many of the horses for sale

arrived here only after having exchanged hands one too many times: they were good enough,

but past their prime—tired hunters, outgrown ponies, shopworn show horses. Among these

sturdy, well-trained hacks, Harry hoped to find a quiet lesson horse for his riding pupils at the

Knox School.For all of their size and strength, horses are surprisingly fragile creatures. Bearing

tremendous weight on their slender legs, they are subject to all manner of lameness—bone

spavins, pricked feet, broken knees, corns. Some have faults of conformation that put

unnecessary strain on their legs. Some have been ill used—jumped too much or ridden too

hard.A smart salesman knows how to camouflage some of these faults; he can hold a lead

rope tight to hide the bobbing head of a lame horse. He can bandage to reduce swelling or mix

a painkiller into the horse’s bran mash. Most common of all, he can hope that in the blur of a

fast trot across an auction ring, a potential buyer will be swayed by flashy coloring or a nicely

set head, and overlook any flaws.But Harry knew horses. He had confidence in his judgment.

With a budget of only eighty dollars, he knew the thoroughbreds would be out of his reach.

Even the slow ones sold in the hundreds, if not the thousands. But with his keen eye, Harry

believed he could spot an older horse who was well trained and reasonably priced.On a typical

day outside the auction grounds, teams of horses still hitched to their buggies would be tied up

alongside cars with out-of-state license plates. Big racetrack vans flanked two-horse trailers

owned by hopeful backyard buyers.By the end of the auction, two to three hundred horses

would have been trotted through the arena, looked over, bid upon, and sold. For some horses,

the transaction would be their salvation—a dud on the racetrack snatched up to be groomed as

a horse show star. For others, it was a step down—a retired show horse might be sold as a

lesson horse. At the end of every auction, there were always a few that found no buyers: the

ones whose lameness couldn’t be masked, the sour-tempered ones who lashed out with

hooves and teeth, the broken-down ones who stumbled their way into the ring.But no horse left



New Holland unsold.The same man always made the final bid: the kill buyer. He purchased

horses for the slaughterhouse so that their carcasses could be ground up for dog food and

their hooves boiled down into glue.The auction lasted only three or four hours, a testament to

how quickly the horseflesh would move through the arena. At the end of the morning the Amish

farmers would clamber back into their buggies, the race vans would head back to the track,

and the new horse owners would coax their horses into trailers and go home.No one would be

left on the grounds but the kill buyer, loading up the last of the horses to take to the

slaughterhouse.That Monday, in February 1956, Harry de Leyer was running late. The

headlights didn’t work on his beat-up old station wagon—not surprising, since he’d paid only

twenty-five dollars for it. A new car, for close to fifteen hundred dollars, would have been far

beyond the Dutch immigrant’s modest budget. Although he had arisen long before dawn on this

wintry morning, the snow and a flat tire had set him back.By the time Harry finally arrived at the

auction, the grounds were deserted and there were no horses to be seen. After the long drive

down from New York, now he’d have nothing to show for it.Only one vehicle remained, a

battered old truck with slatted sides, more cattle car than horse van. A bunch of horses, fifteen

or so, were crowded in its back. A rough man dressed in a barn jacket and dungarees was just

closing up the ramp.Unwilling to give up after his long drive, Harry leaned out his car window

and called to him.The man seemed as though he didn’t want to be bothered. “Nothing left but

the kills,” he said.Harry got out of his car, walked over, and peered through the vehicle’s slatted

sides. It was a cold day, and the horses’ breath made steam rise up in the air. Anyone who has

ever had the misfortune of seeing a horse bound for slaughter will attest that the animals seem

to sense when they are hitting the end of the road. Sometimes, horses react with fear, feet

scrambling for purchase on bare wooden floors, metal shoes clanging against the van’s sides.

Other times, they just look haunted, as if they know where they are headed.A pit formed in

Harry’s stomach. He would never be able to think of a horse as a collection of body parts to be

turned into horsehide, dog food, and glue. Back in Holland, old horses past their prime were

put out to pasture. His father had taught him that a horse who had served man deserved to live

out his days in peace.Could none of these horses still serve some useful purpose? He peered

into the truck’s gloomy interior. In a proper horse van, horses travel in padded stalls, their legs

bandaged in thick cotton batting, with fresh hay suspended within reach. But this van offered

nothing like that. More than a dozen horses were packed together on the bare metal floor,

fenced in by rough slats that did nothing to protect them from the elements or from one

another. Harry could smell fear rising up from them; the sound of hooves striking metal was

almost deafening, and in the shadowy interior he saw flashes of white in their eyes.But one of

the horses stood quietly, crammed up against the truck’s side, seeming to pay no mind to the

chaos around him. Between the slats, Harry saw large brown eyes. When he reached out his

palm, the horse stuck his nose toward him. Harry saw one eye looking at him. Asking.“What

about that one?” Harry asked.The man was already loaded up and ready to drive away. “You

don’t want that one. He’s missing a shoe and his front is all cut up from pulling a harness.”“I just

want to take a look,” Harry said.Knackers generally paid sixty dollars a head. Was Harry

prepared to pay more than that?Harry hesitated, then nodded. The horse was still watching

him.Grudgingly, the man backed him out of the trailer. Scrambling down the steep ramp, the

horse almost fell, but then righted himself.Once the animal was off the trailer, Harry got a better

picture, and it wasn’t a pretty one.The big horse was male, a gelding, as Harry had expected.

His coat, the dull white color that horsemen call gray, was matted and caked with mud. Open

wounds marred both knees. His hooves were grown out and cracked, and a shoe was missing.

The horse was thin, but not completely undernourished—not as bad off as the horses normally



seen on a killer van. The marks across his chest showed that he’d pulled a heavy harness. He

had a deep chest; Harry noticed the strong gaskins and well-muscled shoulders, probably

developed by pulling a plow. The man dropped the rope on the ground, but the horse made no

move to run.His teeth showed that he was “aged”—not younger than eight years old, and quite

possibly older. Harry scanned his legs—pasterns, fetlocks, cannons, hocks—and found no

obvious flaws. The auction roster sometimes read like an illustrated veterinary primer: bowed

tendons, bone spavins, strangles, laminitis, swaybacks, broken wind—a compendium of ways

that a horse can be lame, contagious, or otherwise unfit. But this horse had no such ailments:

he was just undernourished, beat up, and broken down, an ordinary horse who had hit hard

times.The unfamiliar setting of an auction made most horses jittery, but this one seemed calm.

He followed Harry with his eyes, and when Harry spoke a few words to him, he pricked his ears

forward: they were small and well formed, curving inward at the tips.Purebred horses are bred

for looks and certain characteristics—thoroughbreds for speed, Arabians for their dished faces

and high-set tails, Tennessee walking horses for a gait so smooth that a rider can carry a wine

glass without spilling a drop. A horse’s ears are an indicator of refinement. Harry took a harder

look at the horse underneath the caked-up dirt.This gelding, even cleaned up and well fed,

would never be beautiful. He was as plain-faced and friendly as a favorite mutt—wide-eyed and

eager to please, a man’s-best-friend kind of horse.The horse stretched out his neck and blew a

soft greeting.Harry reached out, sorry that he had nothing to offer but the palm of his

hand.Despite his sorry condition, a spark of life lit up the gray’s eyes. He had a strong body that

would fill out with proper care. Any horseman can recognize an animal whose spirit has been

broken, from the listless head and dull eyes, the slack lips and shuffling gait. But this horse was

not broken—he had an air of self-possession. All he needed was someone to care for him.

Harry was sure that if he was given affection, this horse would return it in abundance.But Harry

knew he couldn’t be that person. The de Leyers counted every penny. There was no room in

his life for whims.“You want him or not?”Making it in the equestrian business meant being hard-

hearted. For every prospect that might become a riding horse, a dozen nags were too old, too

lame, or too ornery to stand a chance. Common sense told Harry he should cut his losses,

keep his cash in his pocket, and head home.The slaughter truck yawned open behind them.

The horses were scrambling against each other; a few more minutes and a fight might break

out. One sign from Harry and the truck driver would lead the big gray back up that ramp. The

story would end quickly. First, a cold, crowded, terrifying ride. Then the short, brutal end: a

captive bolt through his head. The thought made Harry flinch.Back in Harry’s village in Holland,

the day when the Nazi soldiers had led the horses away, the villagers had stood with their

hands clenched at their sides, trying to hide the tears in their eyes.Harry knew what it felt like to

be powerless.Beat up or not, this horse seemed brave: Harry noted the quiet way he stood

there, the gaze that said he was ready to trust. Horses are herd animals. They smell fear, and

sense danger. But this horse held out hope; he seemed to put his trust in a strange man, even

though it was clear that, thus far, men had treated him poorly.The horse stood motionless,

square on all four, looking straight at Harry.“How much you want for him?” Harry asked.The

man said again that he would bring sixty dollars for dog food. Harry felt his resolve melting

under the horse’s steady gaze.He repeated his question. “How much you want for him?”The

man grinned broadly, probably thinking he stood a chance to make a buck on this guy. “You can

have him for eighty.”Harry averted his eyes, fingering the rolled-up bills in his pocket. He could

buy a lot of meals for his family for eighty dollars, a lot of bales of hay and sacks of grain for the

horses. It was hard to imagine facing his wife with his money spent and nothing but this broken-

down ex–plow horse to show for it.Hadn’t Harry gotten over being a sucker for horses?But



there was something about this horse. Harry turned back and the horse was still watching him

intently: he was wise, an old soul, a horse whose steady demeanor seemed to cover hidden

depths.Man or beast, Harry did not like to see a proud soul held in captivity.“Might make a

lesson horse, if we can fatten him up,” Harry said.He handed over the eighty dollars and never

looked back.2On the Way HomeSt. James, Long Island, 1956Eighty dollars poorer, Harry had

made a deal. Now it was time to hit the long road home. The truck driver was heading back to

New York anyway—to the rendering plant up in Northport, not far from St. James. The eighty-

dollar price tag included ten dollars to drop the horse at Harry’s barn. Ten dollars in the pocket

for the butcher’s driver was enough incentive to spare the horse’s life. Nothing left for Harry but

the long drive back through the snow in his beat-up Ford. On the front seat of the car lay the

flashlight he used when the headlights went on the blink. Maybe he could make good time and

get home to his family before nightfall.As he drove, Harry pondered his purchase. A horse for

sale is more than a flesh-and-blood animal; he is also an embodiment of a promise. Along with

his physical attributes—coat color, four legs, a strong back, a facial expression—he also carries

hope: that he will be strong and brave, faithful and true. For a man in the horse business, a

horse is a financial transaction as well. A good buy made a safe lesson horse; a better one

made a profitable resale. Harry fell in love from time to time along the way—an occupational

hazard. He considered himself sensible, though he also had to admit that he seldom met a

horse he did not like.Leaving New Holland, Harry navigated his way around black carriages

pulled by Amish teams that reminded him of home; the simple farms, the horse-drawn wagons

harked back to St. Oedenrode, the village he had grown up in, before it had been ravaged by

the Second World War. His route back to Long Island took him along the Philadelphia and

Lancaster Turnpike. Now a modern highway, the turnpike was first built for heavy six-horse

coaches pulled by sturdy Pennsylvania Conestoga horses. In horse-and-wagon days, New York

City and its suburbs had one of the highest equine populations in the country, and eastern

Pennsylvania was home to the farms where these workhorses were bred. Harry was only the

latest in a long succession of men who had taken this route in search of a good horse.But the

farther Harry got from Pennsylvania, the more the world around him changed, as if the road

itself mirrored his own journey, just six years earlier, from a small Dutch farm to America. When

he and his wife had arrived from their village, Harry possessed little more than a strong back

and a gift for horses. Now he lived only fifty miles from New York City, the biggest metropolis on

earth.The smooth asphalt surfaces and long stop-free expanses of the modern New Jersey

Turnpike, opened in 1952, had made the trip shorter, but the big American cars, decked out

with chrome and fins, zoomed along the new interstate, opening up more and more farmland to

housing, bringing along the suburban shopping centers, drive-in movies, supermarkets, and

motels, all of which catered to the new driving lifestyles. The cars themselves looked futuristic:

studded with portholes that brought to mind rockets and other signs of modernity. Nineteen fifty-

six was a catastrophically bad year for the automotive industry. The venerable Packard

automobile company merged with Studebaker and then closed its Detroit plant, laying off

hundreds of workers. Detroit was poised for the worst recession since the war, and

unemployment in the city would soon rise above 20 percent. But it was clear that the age of the

automobile was here to stay. The country’s economic troubles didn’t affect Harry that much. He

and Johanna had lived on a strict budget since the day they’d arrived in America. As Harry

drove up the new freeway in his beat-up old car, what he saw around him was a land of

opportunity.After making his way through New York City, Harry started the long trek across

Long Island, past the subdivisions that seemed to be springing up in every cornfield, each

house a matching box on a postage-stamp-sized lot. A couple of hours later, he reached



Suffolk County, where the gray waters of Long Island Sound faded seamlessly into the patchy,

sandy soil where farmers grew potatoes. Harry breathed easier as he left behind the noise and

confusion of the city and its new suburbs. St. James, where he was headed, was a peaceful

hamlet on Long Island’s North Shore. The area around St. James had some huge estates: the

department store magnate Marshall Field had a home there, as did the Barrymores, the

famous film star family; it was a summer retreat for rich New Yorkers. But there were also small

farmers and tradesmen who worked on the big estates—and some hardworking immigrants

like himself. It was a good place to raise a family.Harry got home before the horse trailer. It was

snowing hard as he pulled into the driveway, but their big three-story farmhouse on Moriches

Road was lit up and looked welcoming. Harry’s job as a riding instructor at the Knox School

had brought the de Leyer family something they could have only dreamed of before: their own

home. Sure, it was a converted chicken farm on a modest lot. Harry had single-handedly rebuilt

the chicken coop into a stable with six box stalls, twelve standing stalls, and barely enough

room for a small paddock. It was too small for a proper horse establishment, but at least he had

his own piece of ground. He’d proudly christened it Hollandia Farms, after his homeland. As he

turned off the ignition, the car shuddered to a stop. It felt good to have a place to call home.

After a moment, Johanna and the children rushed out the door to greet him.Johanna worried

when Harry made these long drives down to Pennsylvania in the winter. It was a five-hour trip,

at least, even when the weather was good. Just a few months earlier, Harry had been hauling

four horses in the big horse van on the highway when he’d had a freak accident. A man had

flicked a lit cigarette out of his car window and it had landed inside Harry’s horse van, lighting

the straw inside on fire. From the cab of the van, Harry could not see the smoke. Another car

drove up next to him, its driver waving frantically. Harry steered the van off the road into a ditch

and saw thick black smoke pouring out of the tack compartment of the trailer. Just then, a

police car pulled up. The noise of the horses’ hooves against the side of the truck was

deafening. Harry didn’t have a moment to spare. He climbed through the burning truck to untie

the safety knots that secured the horses and got them out onto the grassy highway shoulder—

not a moment too soon. In a flash, the entire truck ignited in flames. The policeman was

impressed by Harry’s quick action in the face of danger, but Harry shrugged it off. He had seen

burning vehicles before—he had lived through the huge Allied offensive Operation Market-

Garden, where charred trucks had littered a road that became known as Hell’s Highway. It

would take more than a fire in a horse van to shake Harry. The horses were okay, a new van

was procured, and they continued on their way. But since then, Johanna had worried even

more.This time, in spite of the snow, Harry made it home with no problems. Later that evening,

the knacker’s truck pulled into the de Leyer driveway. The driver had stopped at Northport first,

unloading the unlucky horses into the cramped pen where they would be held crowded

together on this bleak winter night, awaiting their sad fate.Only one horse remained on the

truck, and as it rattled into the driveway that night, the weary beast could have looked through

the vehicle’s slatted sides at the lights of the house. He would have seen the people come out,

in spite of the cold, to greet his arrival. Every sight, every smell, every sound was

unfamiliar.The family stood in the front yard, waiting. The beat-up, nearly empty open truck

looked like no place for a horse, especially on a frigid night like this. The burly driver untied the

horse’s rope and put the ramp down, then tugged on his tail.The big gray stumbled as he

clambered down, then stood blinking in the light glowing from the windows of the house. At

first, nobody said a word. Harry had already forgotten what a sorry state this animal was in—

scrawny and underfed, covered with sores, his unkempt mane matted. Even at night, he could

see the dark stains, the knocked-up knees and harness rubs.But when the giant creature



turned his head and caught Harry’s eye, he felt it again—that sense of connection.Harry’s three

towheaded children were lined up in a row, bundled up in jackets and boots. Johanna was

carrying the youngest, Marty, in her arms. They looked the horse over carefully, saying

nothing.The gray stood still, ears pricked forward, eager as a puppy wanting to be adopted

from the pound. Snow drifted down, leaving a dusting across his broad haunches.The piping

voice of Harriet, age four, chimed out through the silence, clear as a bell:“Look, Daddy, he has

snow all over him. He looks just like a snowman.”Yes, the other children agreed, a

snowman.Green stains from sleeping in his own manure marred his coat, making it hard to

imagine that he would ever clean up or ever look anything but dingy. But the children did not

see the stains or the shaggy mane. They didn’t notice the untended hooves or the missing

shoe. To them, the horse was a white and gleaming wonder. A snowman. That soon became

his official name.It was a hopeful beginning.Harry grasped the lead rope and Snowman

followed along quietly, as though he knew he was home. The big old knacker’s truck rattled out

of the driveway and away. Nobody knew if the gelding had any idea of his close brush with

death, but he went calmly into a stall and started munching on hay without so much as a

skittish look around. Harry had given him one of the box stalls, knowing the horse needed to

move and stretch his legs after the long, hard ride in the crowded truck. Now he filled the stall

with straw, even adding a little extra to make the bed soft. Before he went back into the house,

he slipped off his wooden shoes, leaving them by the door, then turned to look back at the

quiet stable. This horse would clean up just fine, and he would be useful. The de Leyer family

had just grown by one.In the de Leyer household, everyone did everything together, so a new

horse in the barn was a project for the whole family. The first order of business was to nurse

Snowman back to health. It took several sudsings from top to toe to get him clean. The coat

that emerged from under the filth was the color horsemen call “flea-bitten” gray: white with

small brown flecks. Harry pulled his mane, trimmed his whiskers, and called the farrier to

replace his missing shoe. Joseph, whose nickname was Chef, and Harriet were assigned the

job of currying him—using a hard comb to bring up dander and get rid of dead hair so that his

coat underneath started to shine. The gray was quiet for grooming and his barn manners were

excellent, as if he knew that he had come to a place where he would be cared for. He was

good-sized, with the strong muscles of a workhorse, and, though thin, he was not completely

wasted. With a new diet of fresh hay and plump oats, he filled out quickly, laying down flesh

over his ribs and covering his bony hips. He’d never win a beauty contest, but after a short time

in the de Leyer barn, Snowman lost the neglected look and started to resemble an animal who

was loved.Harry and Snowman in the field near the stable on a winter day. (illustration credits

2.1)After a few days of rest and food, Harry decided it was time to see what the big horse could

do. He slipped an old bridle over his ears and a rubber bit into his mouth and started by ground-

driving him on a long rein, walking behind him. Snowman’s coat still showed rubbed-off places

—the traces of a harness collar. As best Harry could tell, he had been used for harrowing and

cultivating, but never as a riding horse. Accustomed to driving a straight line, the horse had no

idea how to turn, and he wavered like a drunken sailor. Harry persisted, firm but patient. The bit

he had chosen, a rubber D-ring snaffle, was soft on the horse’s mouth. But Harry, with the wiry

body of a lifelong farmer, knew how to put just the right amount of pressure on the reins.

Snowman wove and stumbled, confused to find a man behind him instead of a plow, and

puzzled when he was asked to turn in a tight arc—pulling a plow requires few sharp moves.

Harry, however, sensed right away that this was a horse who wanted to cooperate, so he

continued the way he always persisted with his charges: gently but with confidence.Once the

horse seemed to have gotten the hang of steering, Harry put a saddle on his back, carefully



settling it on top of a thick folded woolen blanket. He cinched up the girth around the horse’s

broad barrel. At first, Snowman’s sides twitched, bothered by the unfamiliar feeling, and he

turned and bit at the saddle flap as though it were a fly settling on him; but, perhaps dulled by

years of pulling a heavy burden, he did not put up a fight. Harry placed a hand on the horse’s

shoulder to steady him, then walked a few steps. There he stopped to tighten the girth again,

then moved a few more steps forward. To reward the horse, Harry fished down into a pocket for

a stub of carrot and let the gray lip it up from the palm of his hand. Then he reached up and

scratched him above his withers. Snowman arched his neck out and curled up his lip, baring

his teeth.“He’s laughing,” one of the children said. Harry laughed, too. When he scratched the

same spot a second time, Snowy laughed again.The horse was starting to trust him, and Harry

knew from experience that once a horse trusted you, he would soon become your ally.The next

challenge was to get on his back. Snowman was docile around people, but an old plow horse

might have never carried a rider. For most horses, the first response to a man settling on its

back is to try to unseat the rider by any means possible—the same instinct that fuels the rodeo

sport of bronco riding. How was a horse to know that the weight of a man on his back was not

a mountain lion? In the wild, predators jump onto a horse’s back in order to access the jugular

vein. A horse defends himself by trying to throw the predator off, then using his greatest asset,

his speed, to leave his foe behind.Harry led Snowman next to a mounting block, then gently

leaned his weight over the horse. He waited—five, ten, fifteen seconds—then took his weight

away. This old plow plug did not have the energy to put up a protest. But Harry knew that even

a quiet horse could be unpredictable when mounted.It was time to find out.With the grace of a

cat, Harry swung up into the saddle and landed gently in the seat, his body tightly coiled, ready

to stick out a bucking fit or, as a last-ditch resort, to bail off and roll away from the path of

flailing hooves.His touch in the saddle was light; he held himself carefully balanced. The horse

danced a jig, first to one side, then the other. Harry waited, poised. The initial few moments

were always the hardest.Snowy’s back felt tense underneath him. Uncertain. Harry settled his

seat bones deeper into the saddle. He clucked, using the command that he had taught the

horse meant “go forward.” The gray’s ear flicked back, listening.Harry and Snowman out riding.

Snowman proved to be a quiet and steady mount. (illustration credits 2.2)After a moment’s

hesitation, Harry felt Snowman’s back relax, accepting his presence. He nudged with his heels

and the horse started off at a plodding walk, apparently already resigned to bearing another

load. Harry responded with an immediate signal of trust. He let the reins slide out between his

fingers, almost all the way to the buckle that joined the two pieces. If the gelding startled and

took off now, Harry would have no way to stop him. Snowman responded to that trust by

stretching his neck out, lowering his head. Harry gave him a pat on the shoulder and spoke a

word of praise, and one of Snowy’s well-formed ears flicked back again.Harry relaxed into the

saddle. His slaughterhouse reject would make a good pleasure horse for someone—maybe

one of his timid riders at the Knox School. Snowman was a nice big horse with a broad back.

He could easily carry one of the bigger girls.Over the next few weeks, as Harry rode Snowman

in the ring and around the countryside, the horse proved steady and sure-footed. His preferred

pace was the walk, and he had to be coaxed even into a dull trot. Snowman was like an old

teddy bear. As he continued to fatten up, filling out his ribs and bony haunches, his soft, broad

back was perfect for a child to climb on bareback.Every morning, as soon as Harry came out to

the barn, Snowman blasted out three loud whinnies. Always exactly three. Harry had to chuckle

—on the old chicken farm, Snowy had taken on the role of family rooster.After three weeks, the

last of the manure stains had faded from his coat and a nice speckled pattern had emerged.

His mane had been detangled and pulled to a reasonable length. His tail was silky. Harry



thought he looked respectable enough to fit in at the stable at the Knox School. As a trial, Harry

put one of his own kids up on the horse’s back. The gray plodded gently around the ring, the

rein out to the buckle while Harry walked alongside.With so little money to spend on horses,

Harry tended to get hotheads that were touchy and difficult to handle, racetrack refugees and

skittish beauties that needed a calming hand. But the big gray horse was more like an old mutt.

Harry thought about keeping Snowman around for his kids, but he had paid good money for

this horse, and now Snowy needed to start earning his keep.By the beginning of March, Harry

knew the horse was ready to move to the school. He was as nervous as a proud father taking

his son to football practice. He wanted Snowman to make a good first impression.3Land of

CloverSt. James, Long Island, 1956Clean, trimmed, and with his mane and tail glossy,

Snowman may not have looked quite like a gentleman, but at least now he resembled a

presentable tradesman. His wounds had healed, his ribs had filled out, and his coat glowed

from constant currying.Harry hacked the five miles from the de Leyer farm down to the school,

guiding Snowy at a pleasant pace across open fields and skirting the Ryan estate, enjoying the

gray’s steady manner in open country. The land around St. James was hilly and wooded. Up

near Harry’s farm, there were other small farms and modest houses, many of them owned by

immigrants. He passed the St. James General Store, an old wooden building that sold candy

and sundries. As the trails led closer to the water, the atmosphere changed. Here, big stone

gateways led to huge estates. The country lanes were quiet, but if a car passed, it was likely to

be a Bentley with someone’s chauffeur at the wheel. Before long, Harry caught sight of the

gates that marked the entrance to the school. Seagulls swooped overhead, and the shingled

water tower stood out against the blue sky.Harry led the horse through the arched entrance

into the school’s grand stable, which was prominently set just inside the front gates. Knox did

not even look like a school. Tucked onto a spit of land between Stony Brook Harbor and Long

Island Sound, its huge brick Georgian house, stables, and grounds resembled a wealthy

tycoon’s country manor.Ja, Harry remembered how he had felt the first time he set foot on the

grounds of Knox, strangled by the unfamiliar necktie and bashful about his broken English.

Maybe blazing bullets in wartime and Nazi troopers stomping through his village had taught

Harry to be brave, but his interview at the Knox School—that had been a nerve-racking

experience.Inside the stable courtyard, Harry gave Snowman a pat on the neck and fished

down into his pocket for a carrot. He could understand how the big horse must feel.It is hard to

imagine a place more serene than the setting of the Knox School. Gentle meadows ringed by

dogwood trees flowed into wooded countryside crisscrossed by sandy trails. Off in the

distance, down a pebbled lane, the mullioned windows of the manor house glittered as light

glinted up off the water that lapped the campus’s edge. Here and there, girls in uniforms

walked back and forth in twos and threes—lucky girls who were being educated in a manner

befitting their backgrounds. It was a scene of entitled privilege.Built for a United States senator,

the estate was named Land of Clover, its manor house constructed of weathered brick

imported from Virginia and its outbuildings including a grooms’ cottage, a trainer’s cottage, a

henhouse, a caretaker’s house, and a piggery. But the senator’s family had fallen on hard times

during the Great Depression and run out of money, finally putting the whole place up for sale in

the late 1930s. Even in an economy still crippled by unemployment, the property sold for the

astronomical sum of $100,000 to the La Rosa family, Italian-Americans who had made their

fortune selling spaghetti with a pink rose on the box, made famous by radio pitchman Arthur

Godfrey.The gray-shingled stable was shaped like a horseshoe, its courtyard wide enough to

accommodate the large carriages that had once graced the estate. Around the perimeter, stalls

with green-and-white double Dutch doors faced inward onto a covered track. When the school



had still been a private manor, Mr. La Rosa used to stand in the center with a long bullwhip and

watch his fine hackney ponies go around him in a circle. When he cracked the whip, the ponies

would stop on a dime, then turn around and circle the other way. The horseshoe-shaped stable

at Land of Clover would eventually be declared a historic landmark, but now, in 1956, it was the

gray plow horse’s new home.Riding lessons in the courtyard of the horseshoe-shaped stable at

Knox. (illustration credits 3.1)Harry settled Snowman into one of the empty stalls, loaded up

with fresh straw. The horse would like this stable—with its semicircular shape, the animals

could see one another, as well as any activity in the courtyard, from any of the stalls. Snowman

was a social animal; he liked to be around people and other horses. The girls of the Knox

School might be to the manner born, but out at the stable, around the horses, they relaxed and

turned friendly and happy, just like other kids. Harry thought the old teddy bear would like his

new home.The former Land of Clover was not the only large estate in the area. St. James’s

gingerbread train depot had been one of the first stops built on the Long Island Rail Road,

giving the area easy proximity to New York City. Around the turn of the twentieth century,

prominent and wealthy New Yorkers had built grand estates ringing Long Island Sound. The

famed society architect Stanford White, of the architectural firm McKim, Mead and White, had

built a house for himself there, then designed a number of other large mansions surrounded by

elaborate gardens and grounds. With their demand for servants, groundskeepers, and farms to

supply them, the estates drove the local economy.Constructed during boom times, these

wedding-cake constructions that lined the North Shore encompassed libraries, grand

ballrooms, and dining rooms that could seat scores at formal dinners—but by the 1950s, the

old WASP fortunes, built around shipping and mercantilism, were fading. Estates once kept

running by a cadre of servants had become too large to be maintained by a single family. Many

were being shuttered, the properties broken up and sold for development.Land of Clover had

the good fortune to be spared intact when the mansion and grounds were purchased for use

as a school for girls. Laced with scenic trails winding through piney woods that opened to

reveal the gray waters of the sound, it was the ideal site for young girls who liked to ride horses.

In this remote and sheltered place, the girls were educated in a splendid isolation, their lesson

horses housed in a stable designed for rich people’s leisure.In his eight years on earth,

Snowman had pulled a plow, suffered neglect, and been given up for dog meat, then adopted

by the de Leyers, nursed back to health, and turned into a riding horse. As he gazed out over

the courtyard from his new digs, a roomy box stall in the grand stable of Land of Clover, the

horse must have been struck by a sense of improbable wonder at his good fortune.4An

Ordinary Farm ChunkLancaster County, Pennsylvania, 1947 or 1948In 1950, there were still

six million horses in America, or one for every twenty-five people. By 1960, that number had

declined by half. During that decade, the last family farms were mechanized, tractors replacing

the plows that until then had tilled the smaller fields. The reduction of the equine population,

which had begun in the 1920s, accelerated rapidly after World War II, declining from east to

west, with the numbers dropping fastest along the eastern seaboard, except in specialized

pockets, such as Amish Country, where horses were used because of religious and cultural

preference. Some of the decline came by natural attrition—by the 1950s, the horse population

was aging, with many old workhorses retired. Breeding of workhorses had also declined

significantly, and along with it, the veterinary profession was shrinking so rapidly as to be in

crisis: programs in veterinary medicine were closing their doors, and some journalists even

predicted the demise of the entire profession. Farmland that had once been used to grow horse

feed was being converted to other crops, creating surpluses that were one of the underlying

elements in the severe drop in farm prices during the Depression, and again after World War II.



As demand for horses dropped, farmers also lost income from breeding them, which had once

provided a good source of additional cash. But even with reduced breeding and an aging

population, by midcentury there was still an excess of horses—unwanted animals that were

expensive to keep and care for.In 1900, the value of all the horses and mules in the country

exceeded that of all the cattle, sheep, goats, and hogs put together. States in the Mississippi

Valley and the East tended to import horses—they produced only a small number of the horses

that they needed. The rest were bred in the West, then shipped eastward through established

distribution points. Starting after the Civil War, St. Louis, Kansas City, Chicago, and Memphis

had developed large horse markets. Different regions were known for different kinds of horses:

draft horses were typically bred in the Midwest and the Northwest; most lighter-boned saddle

horses were bred in the Southwest, as were the mules that powered the cotton economy of the

Deep South. Horse dealers frequented auctions specializing in different categories. Some

handled the massive and valuable draft horses. Others sold general “farm chunks,” all-around

horses that could be used to pull lighter loads, such as smaller plows and wagons. Still others

made their fortunes in the carriage trade, selling fine saddle or carriage horses that were kept

for personal use and pleasure riding.By the middle of the twentieth century, there were many

more sellers than buyers. Ben K. Green, in his reminiscence Horse Tradin’, talks about tractor

dealers in the late 1940s whose backlots contained pens for the horses and mules the tractor

dealers had taken in on trade. “Great big broad-hipped, good kind of sound, beautiful-headed,

heavy-bodied Percheron and other draft-type horses weren’t much in demand,” Green writes.

“Every tractor trader had a penful of them somewhere around the edge of every little town, and

they were hard to sell.” There were too many horses. The big auctions served as a whittling-

down point. Camps, dude ranches, and riding academies bought some of these horses for the

summer, then off-loaded them at season’s end. A 1956 article in Horse Magazine described

the fate of these horses: “In the fall, many of these unfortunate creatures, cow-hipped and sore-

backed, are trucked off by the killers.” Tens of thousands of horses, many of whom might have

been perfectly useful if given proper care, found no buyers and ended up at the

slaughterhouse.While the precise number of horses who were slaughtered in the 1950s is not

known, the fact that three million horses disappeared from the American landscape at

midcentury is well documented. In the 1970s, the horse population rebounded to about seven

million, where it has stayed steady since. However, virtually all of those horses are now

pleasure horses, many of them specialty breeds. The draft horse and the fine carriage horse

have also lived on in the hobby markets. It is the general “farm chunk,” the average horse—the

crossbred, lighter-boned grade horse—that has all but disappeared. Some died of old age,

some were retired to pastures, and many undoubtedly ended up in a dog food can on a

supermarket shelf.The horses in the killer pen were mostly anonymous. A few might be marked

with a brand, showing that they had started life on a western ranch. Every registered

thoroughbred had its unique number tattooed on the inside of its lip. But most horses were

ordinary, and the marks and traces they bore were those of hardship—scarred hides, rheumy

eyes, cracked and curling unshod hooves.Snowman brought no story except the one inscribed

on his body: the cups in his back molars told that he was nearing nine; the cuts on his knees

signaled some kind of accident. Across his broad chest, the hair was rubbed away—signs of

being yoked to a burden. The green manure stains, the matted tail, and the unclipped legs and

muzzle indicated neglect. The missing shoe and thin frame hinted toward an owner who’d

refused to invest money in an unwanted horse.But beneath all of these superficial marks, this

horse still carried the story of his bloodlines, the broad chest and strong cannons perhaps

originating in the elegant Percherons of France. Even better hidden, in his small, well-set ears



and the proud look—often described as “the look of eagles”—in his eyes, he carried the mark

of a thoroughbred, and bloodlines that could be traced all the way back through England to the

Godolphin Arabian and the desert sands of Morocco.By best guess, Snowman had been born

in 1948—a grand year for the American thoroughbred. In horse racing, Citation triumphed as

the eighth winner of the Triple Crown, thrilling a country that was newly cheerful after the war’s

end.That year also marked the return of the summer Olympic Games, after a hiatus during the

conflict. On opening day in London’s Wembley Stadium, the British track star Lord Burghley

said the London games represented a “warm flame of hope for a better understanding in the

world which has burned so low.” After 1948, the equestrian competition would no longer be an

all-military sport; that year’s team may have been the best one the United States had ever

fielded. America’s Major Earl Thompson won an individual gold medal, and the United States

brought home the team silver in dressage, the demanding equestrian sport sometimes called

“horse dancing,” which was normally ruled by the Europeans.After the war, hundreds of

German-bred broodmares and stallions had been brought to America as spoils of war. Europe

and, especially, Germany had dominated equestrian competitions for most of the twentieth

century. Their horses were perhaps the finest in the world. But the American Jockey Club

refused to certify German stallions as “thoroughbreds,” reluctant to incorporate the horses into

the American line, even though their ancestry had been meticulously documented by the

Germans. The Jockey Club’s officers’ justification for this refusal was that they would have to

take assurance of the horses’ bloodlines from “the enemy.” The American thoroughbred horse,

proud and noble, beautiful and homebred, had become a symbol of the country’s new postwar

pride.At that time, most thoroughbred stallions were kept on manicured stud farms, primarily

located in the bluegrass region of Kentucky. The stud fees were high, and the horses were part

of the horse-racing pipeline, the bloodlines carefully watched over to produce superior racing

stock. Some small and very specialized breeding operations bred saddle horses for hunter and

jumper competitions—these tended to be small-scale operations owned by wealthy private

breeders who kept one or two horses at stud.Despite the declining use for workhorses in the

twentieth century, historically the United States had long been proud of its equine product. The

rangeland of the western states had always been an excellent environment in which to breed

horses. Through the late nineteenth century, domestic horse production had been so high that

in addition to supplying workhorses for the large eastern cities and remounts for the U.S.

cavalry, the western states had been the world’s top producer of military horses, eventually

becoming the breeding ground for horses used in European wars. Prior to the First World War,

most of the countries in Europe imported horses. For example, in 1899, the United States

exported nearly 100,000 mounts to the United Kingdom for use in the Boer War. But with the

advent of the motorcar, after 1910 the horse population in the United States began dwindling

rapidly, provoking widespread concern that the army would not find enough horses to muster in

time of war.Horse scarcity was a genuine national security concern. Wartime consumption of

horses was astronomical: it’s approximated that more than 1.3 million horses were pressed into

service by Allied forces between 1914 and 1918. Of these, many were fatally injured in battle,

and even more were lost to equine infectious diseases, which ran rampant as horses were

transported via ship and train in difficult conditions. In wartime, horses were so expendable that

the demand was insatiable and the supply difficult to maintain.To address the concern about

the declining horse population, in 1912 the U.S. Army established the Remount Program, a

systematic horse-breeding operation for the cavalry. Its goal was to improve the general stock

of American horses for use in war. (The term “remount,” used to describe a cavalry horse,

actually stems from the need to re-supply soldiers with fresh horses.) The program selected



stallions that were considered the best type of the American horse, sometimes described as a

“usin’ kind of horse.” Appropriate for riding, the horses were bred to be well balanced, with well-

sprung ribs and a deep heart girth to provide plenty of lung capacity, a well-developed set of

withers to hold the saddle in place, legs of sufficient bone to stay sound, and a foot large

enough to provide a solid foundation. In addition, the horses’ temperament was a factor, with

emphasis given to “a gentle disposition and a willing mind.” These excellent stallions “would be

made available at a nominal fee” to improve the quality of American stock. The United States

cavalry, the mounted force of the U.S. Army, needed a supply of quality horses to be ready

during times of war.In the 1920s, ’30s, and ’40s, as mechanization increased, domestic

consumption of horses continued to plummet. The number of civilian buyers declined, so that

by 1940 the U.S. Army became the largest single purchaser of horses. At that time, the army

paid about two hundred dollars for a well-bred gelding, or about one-fifth of the price of a new

automobile.Remount stallions were dispersed throughout the country and bred to “certified

mares”—broodmares who had been deemed healthy and suitable to participate in the program.

The stud fee was a mere ten dollars and the product of these matings belonged to the owner of

the mare, with the understanding that the army would have the first opportunity to bid. As the

market for workhorses declined with each progressive decade, large-scale western horse-

breeding operations were funded largely by sales to the army.But the Second World War, the

first fully mechanized war, was the end of the line for the army’s role in horse breeding. The

army procured tens of thousands of horses in 1940 and 1941, stockpiling them in the remount

stations. Only times had changed. Battles could now be fought without horses, and by 1942

and 1943 the army was already dismounting its units and selling off the excess horses. After

the war, in 1948, the army’s Remount Program was disbanded. The remount stallions, bred

specifically to be the best of their type, were distributed across the country and put into private

hands, their services now available to the casual or backyard breeder.The general quality of

American horses was greatly improved by the Remount Program, but remount stallions were

not the only reason for this. Throughout the nineteenth century, while exporting remount horses

to Europe, farmers had also been importing the great European draft breeds—Percherons,

Belgians, and shires—to develop the American workhorse. The great draft horses were also

crossbred, producing offspring that were lighter than their giant forebears, easier to manage,

and less expensive to feed and keep. Thus, the typical grade horse—one without a pedigree or

a specific breed, the kind that might have shown up at the auction in New Holland in the 1950s

—might have had strong and gallant bloodlines hidden beneath its plain exterior. It might have

carried the blood of draft horses bred for strength to cultivate fields, of thoroughbreds honed for

speed to win at racecourses, and of warrior horses prized for their sturdy physiques and gentle,

courageous temperaments.By the time Harry bought Snowman, in 1956, time had erased the

exact details of the horse’s birthplace and parentage. No one remembered the big gray gelding

with the harness scars and the peaceful look in his eye. No one emerged later to claim credit

for him. Most likely, he’d been bred and born and suckled down a country lane somewhere, in a

big white Amish barn, on the straw-filled bed of a foaling stall. What happened after that is pure

speculation.On Amish farms as elsewhere, horses stay with their mothers as sucklings until

they are about six months old. At that age, a foal is weaned. Separated from their broodmares,

weanlings are still small and relatively easy to handle. A weanling learns to be handled by

people—first growing accustomed to a person’s touch, next to a halter, and, eventually, to a

bridle and bit.Yearlings are generally put out to pasture with other agemates, and spend that

second year at freedom and play. But when a horse turns two, his training for a life of work

begins. Amish handlers first train a horse to voice commands: ho for stop, easy for slow down,



and break to change pace.Once a horse understands the commands, he is broken to harness

—first to the yoke around the neck, then to the bridle and reins, and last to the harness shafts.

Each step takes patience, as the handler teaches the horse to accept the equipment without

putting up a fight. After that, the training starts in earnest. The farmer follows behind the horse,

on a twelve-foot line, practicing simple walking, stopping, and turning. Eventually, the farmer

ties a big rubber tractor tire to the end of a rope and lets the horse get used to pulling it behind

him. By the time a horse has reached his third year, he should be trained to work, although he

does not reach his full potential until age five.With good care, a modern pleasure horse can

often be ridden well into his twenties, and often lives to thirty or forty years old. But this was not

true in the era when horses were used as beasts of burden. The traditional American

workhorse’s useful life was short—averaging five years, from ages five to ten. Up until age five,

a horse was fed and nurtured for the prospect of sale. After age ten, its career was finished.

Once it could no longer work it was put up for sale or destroyed.A commodity, bred for its

economic usefulness, the horse used to be considered a “living machine” rather than a sentient

being. As the horse illustrator C. W. Anderson once said, “Many people have sighed for the

‘good old days’ and regretted the ‘passing of the horse,’ but today, when only those who like

horses own them, it is a far better time for horses.” When horses were seen as primarily a

means of locomotion, little sentimentality was attached to them. A horse that could no longer

work was a horse that could be—and usually was—discarded.A variety of ailments could

cause that day to come sooner; the most common was lameness, followed by equine infectious

diseases and accidents. Horses collided with other horse-drawn conveyances and with motor

vehicles; they slipped on ice; they spooked and shied and ran away, entangling themselves in

their harnesses, farm equipment, or the horses with which they were yoked together.Horses

were generally sold in teams. Most people preferred horses of the same color, wrongly

believing that color reflected a level of underlying similarity. A team also needed to be matched

in size, strength, and temperament. As herd animals, horses developed strong preferences.

Used to being hitched with a stablemate, a horse might become balky or nervous if asked to go

out with an unfamiliar partner. Any horse that was part of a team would lose most of its value if

something happened to the teammate. But every horse, even a dead horse, had value.In the

nineteenth century, when a horse died on the street it was simply left where it fell until an

enterprising butcher came to cart the carcass away. Photographs of urban street scenes from

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries show children playing in the street, seemingly

oblivious to the nearby hulk of a dead horse.Horses that did not die in the street were normally

euthanized. The rendering plant was a necessary and economically vital part of the horse

economy. Horses that were sick, lame, or just too old to work were shipped to the cannery,

where they were killed with a bullet or a captive bolt to the head. In a midcentury veterinary

manual, above the matter-of-fact caption “Where to shoot a horse,” a photograph shows a

horse with a white mark on his forehead, indicating the best spot to place the gun. After death,

the carcasses of horses were rendered. Due to cultural preferences, horsemeat was not

typically consumed in the United States, although during World War II there was an attempt to

promote horsemeat consumption to help alleviate wartime shortages of beef. A graphic picture

from Life magazine in 1943 showed horse carcasses hanging on hooks as butchers stripped

their hides; on a facing page, smiling customers purchased government-inspected horsemeat

from a butcher shop disconcertingly named the Man o’ War. More often, horsemeat was

marked with charcoal to tag it as dog food, so that unscrupulous butchers would not try to pass

it off as beef. Every part of the horse was used: the horse’s long tail hair was prized for violin

bows, and the bones and hooves were boiled down and turned into glue.Before the advent of



the internal combustion engine, the horse was an essential helpmate, pressed into service to

clear and till the fields, fight the battles, and pull the heavy loads of the great industrial cities.

But the horse remained anonymous, invisible, and routinely subject to overwork and abuse.

When English author Anna Sewell wrote Black Beauty, in the late nineteenth century, she said

that her aim was to “induce kindness, sympathy, and an understanding treatment of horses.”

Though now considered a children’s classic, the book was originally intended for an adult

audience. Narrated from the horse’s point of view, the novel describes Black Beauty’s life, from

his earliest memory, of “a large pleasant meadow with a pond of clear water in it” to his

wretched existence pulling a heavy load for a cruel peddler. The sentimental and emotionally

wrenching book was wildly popular, quickly becoming a bestseller first in England and then in

the United States, where it became a favorite of the progressive movement. Sewell’s book was

the first to popularize interest in the plight of the horse and to generate widespread concern

about the beast of burden’s treatment.This point of view dovetailed nicely with the views of the

urban reformers of the late nineteenth century. By this period, the conditions in large cities

were cause for dismay: urban environments, crowded with tenements built to accommodate

waves of new immigrants, were considered filthy and dangerous and, from the nineteenth-

century point of view, centers of moral decay. Progressives wanted to clean up cities by

promoting a cleaner and more orderly environment, and horses were at the center of their

reform projects. The new steam, electric, and internal combustion engines were seen as the

wave of the future, while horses were considered dirty and prone to accidents, and their

manure was a major contributor to urban filth and an important cause of disease. In addition,

the culture of the teamsters, the men who drove the horses, and the livery stables they

frequented were seen as centers of immoral behavior—teamsters, in the popular mind, were

associated with public drunkenness and foul language. The sight of teamsters beating their

horses in public was a frequent urban spectacle.The original mission of the American Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, founded in April 1866 by Henry Bergh, was to enforce

anti-cruelty regulations for horses. Born in 1811, Bergh was the son of a prominent New York

shipbuilding family. He attended Columbia College in New York but dropped out in order to

travel around Europe; later in life, he was appointed by Abraham Lincoln to the American

legation in the court of the czar of Russia. During his travels in Europe, he became sensitized

to the poor treatment of animals. Bergh believed that “mercy to animals meant mercy to all

mankind.” In nineteenth-century America, horses were the most visible symbol of animal

abuse, their presence in the city streets an inescapable fact of life. The ASPCA adopted as its

mission the enforcement of anti-cruelty regulations designed to protect urban workhorses,

noting, “Among the punishable offenses: overuse of the whip, driving a lame horse, furious

driving (until a horse was foaming at the mouth), knowingly selling a diseased animal, or killing

a horse without a license.” In other words, only the most blatantly cruel practices were targeted

—those that would be readily noticeable to the untrained eye. Even these modest reforms were

considered difficult to enforce. There was nothing to stop a teamster from pushing his horse to

just short of these limits.Another early humane society crusader, George Angell of

Massachusetts, was inspired to act when, in March 1868, two horses, each carrying its rider

over forty miles of rough roads, were raced until they both dropped dead. Angell wrote a letter

that appeared in the Boston Daily Advertiser, where it caught the attention of Emily Appleton, a

prominent Bostonian who was interested in animal welfare. Within weeks, the pair had

managed to produce the state’s first anti-cruelty laws and founded the Massachusetts Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The MSPCA passed out copies of Black Beauty

embossed with the seal of its organization: an angel descending from heaven to stop a



teamster who was whipping his horse.Early reformers like Sewell, Appleton, Angell, and Bergh

felt strongly that horses were living creatures and thus should be afforded basic rights, but that

point of view was not widely adopted. Both Sewell, a Quaker, and Bergh, a Unitarian, had

religious underpinnings to their anti-cruelty stance, as their faiths gave great emphasis to the

humane treatment of all living things. Among the general public, however, the horse remained a

work engine, and the public could spare little room for softhearted sentimentality.Our language

is rich with examples of the horse as engine; we describe a hard worker as a “workhorse” and

a car’s engine as having “horsepower.” Though the role of the workhorse diminished

significantly after the advent of the automobile, horses performed vital tasks well into the

twentieth century. The city of Pittsburgh still owned three hundred draft horses in 1930, and the

city fathers claimed that all of them could understand traffic lights. In the 1940s, horse-drawn

carts were seen even in highly urbanized areas like Baltimore, where the clip-clop of hooves on

pavement announced the arrival of the junk peddler, the ragman, and the fruit-and-vegetable

cart. In city neighborhoods, the milkman’s horse knew the route so well that he would pause at

the next stop and wait patiently unattended as the milkman ran back and forth across the street

to deliver his bottles. In these “route-driven” professions, the horse’s intelligence allowed the

deliveryman to complete his job faster than was possible in a motor-driven vehicle, and it was

in these jobs that the horse-driven conveyances lasted the longest. As late as 1950, there were

still hundreds of livery stables and riding establishments within New York City’s boroughs.By

the mid-twentieth century, the horse business had shrunk considerably from its heyday, but its

basic infrastructure was still in place. Horses were born and raised on farms or western

ranches, auctioned off to dealers who served as middlemen, then sold to individual owners.

Noble steed, heroic beast, partner for man—the horse fulfilled all of those functions. But the

average horse was born and bred to be a stalwart servant—harnessed up to drag a burden

behind him until his useful days were over, then to survive only as the products that had been

made from his flesh and bones. That is the way it was in the horse business. The animals had

a purpose, and that purpose was to serve man. Sentiment had no place in the

transaction.Whether Snowman knew it or not, his second chance at life, his tenure as the

brand-new lesson horse at the Knox School, came about because of one unpredictable chance

encounter. For all of the hundreds, thousands, and untold millions of horses who were tossed

away like so much detritus as soon as they reached the end of their working lives, here was

one who crossed paths with the right man at the right moment.As with every horse,

Snowman’s melted-chocolate eyes hid the secret of his thoughts; but right away, when he

arrived at the Knox School, he seemed to appreciate his good fortune. From his first day on the

job, Snowman carried even the most timid beginner with the gentle care of a four-legged

nanny.Some horses are born to be teachers, and Snowman had a true vocation for his new

profession.5A School for Young LadiesThe Knox School, St. James, Long Island, 1957Bonnie

Cornelius probably would have died of sheer boredom at the Knox School if it weren’t for riding

in the afternoon; it allowed her to escape from life in the big brick house that served as a

combination dormitory, dining room, and classroom building. Everything about the place felt

heavy. It looked more like a museum or an old mausoleum than a place for young, vibrant

teenage girls.The paneled double front doors opened into a vestibule hung with heavy curtains

that collected dust; dark oil paintings stared from the walls, and an ornate chandelier dripped

light over the spiral staircase.The 1950s was a time of sock hops and drag racing, soda

fountains and poodle skirts, but Knox, an all-girls boarding school, was a relic from another era.

Knox girls’ days were strictly regimented: from wake-up, room inspections, and a proper

breakfast to dinner, evening study hall, and lights-out. The curriculum was traditional: music



and history, Latin and French. The girls started the school year in summer uniforms, and no

matter the weather on the last day of October, they were required to switch to their winter

equivalent: navy blue blazers sporting the school’s insignia and motto, Semper ad lucem—

Always toward the light—and itchy wool skirts that hung modestly below the knee. They all

wore white cotton socks that slouched around their ankles and scuffed lace-up saddle oxfords.

Every night, the girls had to change into matching dresses for dinner. Bonnie hated the dinner

dresses and thought they looked like waitress uniforms. The dining room was paneled in dark

wood, with fireplaces taller than the girls’ heads flanking each end. Old hunting prints and more

muted oil portraits covered the walls. Through the French doors that overlooked the terrace,

students could glimpse the beach at Stony Brook Harbor. Meals were plain and hearty. Seated

at the head of each table, schoolmistresses carefully scrutinized the use of each knife and fork,

as well as the topics chosen for conversation. Every meal, but especially dinner, was a lesson

in deportment.Miss Mary Alice Knox had founded Miss Knox’s School for Girls in 1904. The

daughter of a prominent Presbyterian minister in Elmira, New York, she had been impressed

by her father’s early championing of higher education for girls. He served on the board of

trustees of the Elmira Female Seminary (now Elmira College), which was the first institution in

the United States to grant college degrees to women. Miss Knox (as she became known), who

studied at Elmira, became a prominent educator, first teaching history at Wellesley, then taking

over as headmistress of the Emma Willard School, the first private college preparatory school

for girls in the United States. In the early 1900s, Miss Knox was such a prominent educator that

she was listed in Who’s Who in America. Higher education for girls, considered radical in the

1870s and ’80s, had quickly gained a broader appeal, and schools for young ladies, often

named after the woman or women who founded them, were proliferating. At the age of fifty-

three, Miss Knox left Emma Willard to found her own school along the Hudson River in

Briarcliff Manor, New York; Miss Knox’s School for Girls promised to provide “water from

artesian wells, courses taught by specialists, and rooms with or without private bath.” Mary

Alice Knox envisioned a school that would be rich in music and art and close to the cultural life

of New York City. When the school was founded, on the bluestocking principles of the Emma

Willard School, it was considered modern—even daring. The well-rounded curriculum,

including physical education, was designed to educate the modern woman, building a strong

mind, body, and character.But Miss Knox would remain in charge for only seven years. One

Saturday afternoon in 1911, the headmistress and her students were returning from a

performance of the Metropolitan Opera in Manhattan when they were caught in a devastating

train wreck. Several of the students were killed, and Miss Knox, who survived the accident, was

so distraught that she “succumbed a short while later.” Louise Houghton Phinney—a widow,

and an 1891 graduate of Smith College—was appointed to replace her.For more than forty

years, Mrs. Phinney ran the Knox School. Her imposing bearing tamed generations of girls. Her

manner and style of dress, even in the 1950s, suggested the Victorian. The school had

weathered significant changes during her tenure. First, in 1912, the school in Briarcliff Manor

burned to the ground; though no one was hurt, the school had to move to a new location in

Tarrytown. Then, outgrowing that facility in the 1920s, the school moved again to Cooperstown,

New York, where it took up residence in an enormous Victorian-style hotel on the shores of

Otsego Lake. From June through August, the hotel was a resort. When the summer pensioners

left, the Knox School set up shop in the building, using the cavernous, empty rooms for

dormitories and classrooms. Every May, the school vacated the premises to make room for the

incoming hotel guests. This arrangement continued for over thirty years.But by the 1950s, the

Knox board of trustees had set about looking for a permanent location for the school. Among



the board’s criteria was that the school needed to be located on a sea or lakeshore, because

many of the traditional school songs contained verses referring to looking out over the water. In

1954, the buildings and grounds of Land of Clover were purchased for the school. Mrs. Phinney

formally ceded the headmistress-ship to her handpicked protégée, Miss Laura Wood, who had

taught at Knox since the 1920s. Though officially retired, Mrs. Phinney remained actively

involved, busying herself transforming the estate’s buildings into dormitories and classrooms,

and making sure that the school’s traditions carried over to the new location. But what had

seemed advanced in the early twentieth century had become dated and stodgy. By the 1950s,

the life of the school was anything but progressive. Together, Mrs. Phinney and Miss Wood held

tight to the reins of power, doing everything they could to see to it that the postwar changes

that were sweeping the nation stopped at the school’s front gates.Every moment of a Knox

School girl’s day was considered a moment for self-improvement. Little room remained for

relaxation or levity. If a housemother saw a girl sitting with her legs crossed at the knees, she

would remind her that Knox girls cross their legs at the ankles. Even off campus, the girls were

told that they were ambassadors for the Knox School and correct deportment was expected.

On the Long Island Rail Road, a Knox girl was easy to spot by her camel hair coat and white

gloves. In school, girls vied for the Poise Cup, first awarded in 1917, which honored “a student

embodying graciousness and dignity of character.” In the parlors and sitting rooms of Knox,

with their Persian rugs, paneled walls, and stiff brocaded furniture, Knox girls learned the life

that was assumed to soon be theirs, as mistresses of the great estates at the pinnacle of East

Coast society.Knox students wearing saddle oxfords and school blazers collect their mail from

the campus post office. (illustration credits 5.1)While many of the girls hailed from the New

York area, others came from out West and even abroad. There were glamorous ranchers’

daughters from Texas and Idaho, and rich girls from Puerto Rico and Venezuela. Famous

names were not uncommon there: Mia Fonssagrives was the daughter of Lisa Fonssagrives,

the Swedish beauty sometimes called “the first supermodel,” and the stepdaughter of Irving

Penn, the famed fashion photographer for Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar; the journalist and

television personality Dorothy Kilgallen sent her daughter to Knox. According to one former

student who attended the school during the 1950s, the only criteria for admission was the

ability to pay the tuition. The school, with its isolated location and all-girls student body, was

considered a good place for poor little rich girls—mixed-up girls, girls from dysfunctional

families and broken homes. Knox would not get you into the Seven Sisters, the elite women’s

colleges, such as Bryn Mawr, Radcliffe, and Wellesley, that were considered the female Ivy

League at the time. But parents hoped it would keep their girls out of trouble—and as one

student commented, “It was like being in jail.… It was so confining.”In the manor house,

behavior was a subject of public comment, and from wake-up to bedtime the girls were never

far from their housemothers’ prying eyes. By the 1950s, academic achievement had taken a

back seat to cultivating the social graces. While some Knox girls went on to attend four-year

colleges, most completed their educations at the private women’s junior colleges that were

often called “finishing schools.” But cultivating the social graces got very dull. Girls flouted the

rules by slinking out to the woods to smoke and inviting boys to sneak onto the campus after

hours. Students were frequently punished for infractions small and large; the punishments

ranged from losing permission to leave the campus to sequestration, or confining a girl to the

infirmary for a few days. All in all, life at Knox was very regimented, extremely proper, and often

boring. Few alumnae of the era describe it as a happy place.The Knox School Riding Club.

(illustration credits 5.2)Bonnie Cornelius grew up riding horses near her home in Buffalo, where

she was a good student at a private day school for girls. But her home life, with her father and



stepmother, was stressful, and when she was a freshman in high school she discovered boys

and her grades dropped. Her parents made the decision to send her to Knox, and her arrival

was a shock in many ways. Far from home, she was disappointed to find that the classes were

less rigorous than at her former school, so much so that she almost felt as if she were

repeating a year. The living conditions were a shock as well. Upstairs, the enormous bedrooms

of the manor house had been converted into Madeline-style dormitories: five twin beds lined

the walls of her shared bedroom, along with five dressers and five desks. Her first year, one of

her roommates was a homesick European girl who barely spoke English and did not seem to

want to bathe. Eventually, when her body odor got overwhelming, the other girls had to ask the

school nurse to intervene. The bathroom was down the hall, as big as a bedroom and shared

by all of the girls. The big brick house, never designed for use as a dormitory, was an opulent

but ill-equipped lodging for teenage girls.Every girl felt watched. Mrs. Phinney was

omnipresent, the expression on her face always seeming to say “What have you done wrong

now?” Miss Wood, the younger of the two headmistresses, was more reserved but also more

feared—she was sharp, and nothing slipped past her. With this claustrophobic lifestyle, the

girls had no privacy and little freedom, and every aspect of their personal life was fair game for

scrutiny.Even Sundays were given over to self-improvement. The girls were required to attend

services at the house of worship of their choosing, and on Sunday nights, for their cultural

education, they had to attend staid musical events, such as performances by string quartets.

For these, the hard, straight-backed dining room chairs were arranged in rows. Wearing their

dinner dresses and school blazers, the girls were expected to sit up straight, not slump against

their chair backs, and, of course, to cross their legs only at the ankles while struggling not to

allow the music to lull them to sleep.On weekdays, sports started at two o’clock. The girls

raced out of the dorm, then headed up the grassy lane toward the barn or fields. Every girl was

required to participate. Besides horseback riding, girls could choose tennis, field hockey, or

basketball. Those in the riding program pulled on their riding togs and hurried up the hill to the

stables. As they approached, Harry heard laughing and giggling before he saw the girls. Rarely

was one late. Most years, Harry had at least fifty girls come through the riding program. Among

these, some were passionate about the sport, and others were beginners who were just giving

it a try. The five-day girls, the ones who chose to ride every school day, were the most skilled,

and the members of the Riding Club—Wendy Plumb, Bonnie Cornelius, Jackie Bittner, Ann

Mead, and Kitsie Chambers—formed the dedicated nucleus of the program. These girls would

look for any excuse to come down to the stables. A few would even show up on weekend

afternoons when Harry was feeding, offering to lend a hand. In return, Harry gave them extra

opportunities to ride. Up at the barn, the atmosphere was rigorous but fun and can-do. An

everyone-pitch-in spirit prevailed.
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S. Johnson, “The book is great. This book is great - we are using it for a book club for special

needs adults, as it is such an inspirational story.Personally, Snowman's story inspired me to

become a marathon runner (when I had never run before in my life) at the ripe old age of 58 -

this was four years ago - which is why I recommended it to the book club as a book they would

want to use. I may be the last marathoner to cross the finish line, but I've crossed 16 of them

now - and that is despite my diabetes, arthritis, and the fact that I have cancer that is currently

in remission. Four years ago, when running a marathon was just a dream of mine, I took

strength from Snowman's story. It's hard to explain why. I was so weighted down with the

depression that having cancer can cause, I guess I needed something positive in my life.”

Robin Landry, “All you need is love. I loved the story of a horse who was given a second

chance at life and didn't waste any of it. Snowman is the story of a horse in the fifties, who'd

been used as a plow horse for an Amish farm. As the author tells us, a plow horse has an

average lifespan of about 8 years; Snowman was seven when a local Dutch horse trainer,

Harry, buys the horse for eighty dollars. Snowman turns out to be an excellent lesson horse at

a nearby school for girls, he's gentle with his young riders, but clumsy at the even the lowest

jumps. When Harry needs to sell his horses at the end of the school year, Snowman goes to a

local doctor for his young son to ride. Snowman wants to go back to Harry and jumps all of the

fences in-between the two farms until he gets back home. Harry had no idea that Snowman

could jump a four foot fences, and after buying the horse back, sets out to teach Snowman to

be a show jumper. Snowman exceeds Harry's expectations and becomes a superstar of a

horse beating all of the best horses of his time.What I loved about this story is how anyone can

start from nothing and build a life with meaning, even if you're a horse. Snowman had heart,

and along with talent, that what it takes to be the best. It's obvious that Snowman jumped, both

to get back to Harry, and then for Harry at every show he was entered in. I've heard that this

story is going to be a movie, and what I can't believe is that no one has seen the potential

earlier. Surely enough bad movies have been made that movie people can tell the difference

by now.The book was written well, though there was a lot of repetition that got in the way of my

enjoyment of the book. The class differences between Harry a Dutch immigrant, and the rich

horse folk of the fifties got old. It's apparent from the start and didn't need to be repeated with

every show Harry and Snowman entered. Along with this, is the use of the description of

Snowman as a plow horse. Snowman didn't look like a plow horse to me, he looked like a

warmblood, the combination of a draft horse and a thoroughbred, Arab, or any other 'hot'

blooded horse. He was gorgeous and in fact looks a lot like my German Warmblood who has



perfect conformation(in my eyes).This book is well-worth reading, and the movie will hopefully

be worth watching. It was a joy to read the story of how the love of a man for his horse, and the

horse for his man, gave both everything they'd ever wanted.  All you need is love.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A special horse. Although I am so glad Letts wrote this book, I had a hard

time deciding where it was a 3 or 5-star Book--so settled on 4 stars. The story of Snowman

and Harry needed to be told; and I loved that story. Unfortunately, the author found it necessary

to include many "asides" which dirupted the flow when all I wanted to know was about the

horse, his life, and the man who rescued him from slaughter. Maybe history buffs will

appreciate the inclusion of how life changed for horses and how Madison Sq Garden looked,

when it was built, what people wore, etc. AS I said, all I wanted to know was the story of

Snowman and Harry de Leyer and how they got from their first meeting to their very last. It's a

beautiful story about two creatures who shouldn't have found each other, shouldn't have

survived and florished, that resonates even if you aren't a horse lover. I thank Letts for writing

the book. I just wish she hadn't felt the need to chop it up with history lessons to the extent she

did.”

TD, “The One of a Kind Bond Between Horse and Man. This was one of the most inspirational

true stories I've EVER read and my library is HUGE! What both the young man overcame

during WWII in Holland and what the horse survived as a neglected Amish plow-horse are

incredible. It is almost mystical that they found each other, because the young man had ridden

horses since age two and liked the "look" in this horse's eyes. Unbelievable that this horse,

who was so unlike the skittish thoroughbred jumping champions, could even compete at the

international level, but then he beat them all. How the young owner even discovered his calm

horse could jump at all is a most FABULOUS story. You can't make this stuff up. It leaves you

in tears and you cannot put the book down.  WONDERFUL!”

Sheila Mcdaniel, “Feel good Read. The book arrived in super-fast time and in excellent

condition.It was an interesting view of the times and the whole book left you feeling uplifted and

glad to be alive.The first chapter was extremely upsetting with such an eloquent description of

the horses travelling on to the slaughterhouse and their awareness of their impending

doom.However, it shows the wasted talent that would have been if this horse had not been

taken by someone with the knowledge and sensibility to see further into his character.We can

only hope that in the future their will be no need for such places to exist and that this type of

story will become the rule not the exception.”

Margaret Butler, “Absolutely beautiful story,. This is a wonderful book, you will be enthralled up

to the last word, it's exciting, funny, sad, happy - everything that makes a book interesting to

read and because it's true it is even better”

Susan Innerd, “awesome. Impressive  achievement well related”

lynnypoohs, “Story book. I bought this for my daughter thinking that it was a book but it turned

out to be an audio book so I was a bit disappointed but my daughter is looking forward to

listening to it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “brilliant. Lovely book. Interesting to the very end”
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